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In seminars and salons they no longer 
speak of Mercurialis the Younger. 
Perhaps they never did, or not much. 
Or else grown old he’s gone out of touch. 
 
of which there are several variants such as 
 
Nowadays in seminars and salons I am 
rarely mentioned. My name’s Epigram. 
Martial loved me too well. J.V.Cunningham  
revived me but I’ll end where I began, 
in the graveyard, a trite In Memoriam. 
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‘There’re lots of egos hereabouts as Eros 
remarked and no limit to the limelight.’ 
‘Show up or be shown up’s the choice.’ 
‘Which of those is a reason to rejoice?’ 
‘You asked me that in a different voice.’ 
 
 
 
 
Granted that commonplace violence 
is both cause & effect of common parlance 
it follows that louts who are aped 
by politicians will ape the politicians. 
 
 
 
 
Our neighbour complains we keep her 
under supervision. Untrue 
but if only, neighbour, our vision were 
super enough to obliterate you. 
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Catullus II 
 
‘Passer’, there’s the problem. 
No-one can quite believe it means 
the humble sparrow. Why not, 
some commentators ask, a chaffinch? 
But in that case how about 
the flashier goldfinch? All the same 
it’s not the breed so much as that 
Catullus’ girl loved her little bird 
somewhat more than she loved Catullus. 
 
 
 
 
After Propertius frag. II.26B 
 
World, look at me, what a man I’ve become 
with this hot totty’s head on my shoulder. 
However many gifts Sir Philip Green sends her 
she won’t turn her poet out of her bed. 
Even Rupert Murdoch, even President Trump 
can’t buy her now she’s got my elegies by heart. 
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attrib. Mercurialis the Younger 
 
 
dead right, Prato, my epigrams 
are lowgrade dope – aspirin 
prescribed for the slightest pain – 
tomorrow the same old migraine – 
 
 
to whom the Muses grant spite – 
if you don’t already know this, 
Acerba, take notice – 
they deny all respite – 
 
 
Turbo says he likes the bogus best – 
he makes his favourite bits 
up himself – so Servianus calls ’Bo 
a poet – & ’Bo Servianus also – 
 
 
that you’d never once meant to offend – 
Mercurialis always was your friend – 
I’d assumed it was your sense of humour, 
Prato, not a sense of honour – 
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Four Snaps of Abū Nuwās 
 
 
1. When trousers come off at the baths 
there he is, swivel-eyed and rheumy, 
guzzling by the sound of it a so-called poem:  
pure filth in true rhyme. 
 
2. His pals are half-cut but the poet’s double drunk 
– that agile waitress serves him mouth to mouth. 
 
3. Sing him your best wine-song, one of you boys, 
he’s thirsty for the next round and another. 
The dawn muezzin doesn’t mean last orders. 
Do as he asks: another bottle and be buggered. 
 
4. Maybe everyone misheard. 
He said the Prophet would prefer 
a Baghdad bar to a holiday in Mecca? 
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It won’t matter to the homeless 
but a warning to posterity: 
the East Devon Tories’ Tramps Ball 
was another victim of austerity. 
 
 
 
 
Were you as weirdly confused 
as you wearily & wordily confessed? 
Expecting news of a coup d’état 
or just dropping in for a cup of tea? 
 
 
 
 
Forgive me. I just meant to ask 
if there’s a difference in farts  
between cows in their millions 
& a planetful of vegans 
dieting on onions & beans. 
 
 
 
 
That list you keep of our misdemeanours 
is a health-risk. It so enrages you, neighbour, 
that you take revenge on a hanging basket. 
We pray you’ll die soon if not before 
although you’ve rage enough to bore 
a way out of a lead-lined casket. 
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Dear Mister Graham 
 
What’s the language using us for now? 
The Urban Dictionary defines ‘jible’ 
as ‘a jean bible made of denim’ 
since ‘denim is the holiest of fabrics’.  
The author may not have read 
in your ‘Many Without Elegy’ 
To sail against spout of this monumental loss 
That jibles with no great nobility its cause 
and can’t have known any more than I 
despite a smart crevasse-proof phone 
which lets (if I had one & I bet 
nor would you) the language use us 
any time or place it chooses 
that Scots dialect ‘jible’ 
means ‘drunkenly babble’. 
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This uncivil era (earache) of rivals’ saliva. 
 
 
 
 
Telephonemesis: even a clone  
can believe he’s the one. 
 
 
 
 
‘When I jotted the first’ he said 
‘I didn’t anticipate or dread 
I’d keep writing letters to the dead. 
20 years later I’m less misled.’ 
 
 
 
 
‘Poetry that sets out  
to be deliberately opaque  
is betraying the purpose 
of language’ – aye aye but 
do tell us, Robin Robertson, 
exactly what the purpose of  
language is and why we should  
suppose it has only one. 
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Sartor Resartus: 
a day spent emptying a dresser, 
surprised which suits still fit  
& which to still feel suited to: 
racks of selves ready to repent 
but in other words & afterwards 
Dear Self 
of uncertain address: your shelf-life. 
 
 
 
 
Those dopes used dope! – 
Neanderthal News Flash – 
got their aspirin from poplars 
& penicillin somehow – 
there’s no ignoring that 
while homo sapiens goes down 
in its own estimation 
Neanderthals go up. 
 
 
 
 
What you needed to know about tanks 
was that some were male & some female. 
Males were armed with six-pounders, 
females machine guns. This was long ago 
in the 20th century, during the Great War. 
These days some tanks are transgender. 
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Catullus LVI  
 
It’s ridiculous, Cato, but you’ll get the joke – 
you always laugh as I do at a quid pro quo. 
Ridiculous enough to catch Pup getting hot 
with the Lady Di issue of Puella but my cock 
was the joker: that hunk rogered him rigid. 
 
 
 
 
Catullus LXXII 
 
You used to say, Lesbia, a god couldn’t know you 
as Catullus did. I loved you more 
than any man loves anyone he calls his mistress 
but now I know you I know you’re  
getting it elsewhere and you still don’t 
get it. If you keep talking claptrap that’s 
what you’ll end up as. And the more I’ll love you. 
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Dear David I often think 
I see you walking ahead 
of me in Nether Edge 
although I know you’re dead. 
We never did say goodbye. 
It’s your humour I miss. 
Your chuckle about the RSJs 
I ascribed to Martial & that 
anyone dared call me Al & 
the crafty ways elegy supplies 
without exactly telling lies 
of not quite saying goodbye. 
 
 
 
 
Inasmuch as it’s all too human it’s 
the oh so trivial – that the circumference 
of sellotape rolls has been reduced 
by a fraction sufficient not to fit 
on the wheel of your sturdy old dispenser – 
that convince you things have gone too far. 
You’re up to here with them, wherever 
here is. You just know. You’ve had enough. 
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St Alban & the Nightingales 
 
1. Easter Sunday service at St Albans 
opens with praise for that martyr 
without mention that because 
he needed for his meditation 
Godly silence in the woods 
he banished (or worse – the tales 
don’t tell) the unmerciful nightingales. 
 
2. St Alban would welcome the earlier springs 
of the 21st century in which nightingales’ wings 
have shortened to allow for a brood of 3 nestlings 
an adaptation which also shortens their chance 
of surviving migration. With resultant silence 
in the remnant woods of southern England 
we can expect augmentation of saintly meditation. 
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Pages ripped from a notebook next day – 
it’s never what more but what less to say. 
 
 
 
 
Old Grouch in the department store 
who told me to go back to Afghanistan 
probably voted to leave the EU. 
 
 
 
 
Outside Waitrose a woman screaming 
I don’t want to be Me. Ever. Ever. Ever. 
Just try telling her that anyone from  
an uncertain point of view’s Anonym. 
 
 
 
 
Another time birds grew four legs. 
Some species had fingers & thumbs. 
You should’ve seen what the chimpcrows, 
neighbour, did to hellhounds like you. 
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David Brooks in the course of 
decoding Ern Malley’s poems 
refers to the rape of Leda by Apollo. 
Sunny Boy’s seeing his lawyer 
but maybe gods from up here 
swap names when down under 
& why not. If after all as Brooks says 
black swans are an Australian species 
rather than as sometimes Leda’s rapist 
a b/w inversion in European art. 
 
 
 
 
There weren’t military ‘fronts’ until the Great War. 
Hot & cold ‘fronts’ appeared in weather forecasts 
several decades later although weather as war was 
a wellworn & evident trope. Not till the spread of  
Covid-19 were nurses described as ‘the front line’ 
as if war were the only analogy anyone would 
rise to. See how metaphors win whichever way 
you look? They’re best considered back to front. 
 
 
 
 
Knitting & unknitting these 
nitpicked words night after night. 
‘You’re just shooting the breeze.’ 
I do & don’t deny it.  
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Martial De Spectaculis V 
 
It’s History Live: 
bullfucked Pasiphaë comes 
before our very eyes 
courtesy of Caesar.com 
 
 
 
 
Florus: 
Don’t elect me emperor, for god’s sake. 
The UK or the Ukraine: which would you take? 
What do you prefer: rheumatism or balls-ache? 
 
Hadrian: 
It’s the crack of noon: you’re still not awake? 
Need the hair of the dog for that headache? 
I wouldn’t be flea-bit Florus for anyone’s sake. 
 
 
 
 
After Claudian 
 
What, you, rattle on about feet? Libel, 
lacerate me for my wobbly scansion? 
‘Nothing neat,’ you say, ‘about Claudian’s syllables’, 
you, wracked with gout, without a leg to stand on. 
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Stevie Smith’s History of English Romanticism 
 
If Hartley Coleridge as he intended 
aged three had married not then but in 
good time the somewhat younger  
Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin 
how differently everything might have ended. 
 
 
 
 
English poetry as murder mystery:  
the mid 19th century did it. 
 
 
 
 
‘You’ll never find 
a craftier rhymester 
than A.E. Housman 
in the face of death.’ 
 
O look behind 
you & him. ‘Call me Mister 
Beddoes’ cries the Last Man 
effacing his last breath. 
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There’s no denying the Church of England 
sometimes hits the button. The first lesson 
at Evensong tonight was Chapter One 
of the Song of Solomon. Written it seems 
by a lovesick lass with serious hots on. 
The devil’s in the detail: she’s black 
but her dove-eyed loverboy’s a blond. 
There’s no denying the Church of England 
celebrates diversity if and when it can 
if only for arcane and erotic reasons. 
 
 
 
 
David Attenbro’ explaining that 
we’re watching one-ton walruses tumble 
down 500ft cliffs in silly hope of escape 
from polar bears who complacently amble 
down to the beach for a dead fresh dinner – 
as if we’re spectators of a sport 
sanctioned by tradition – except that 
in this game the bear’s the winner.  
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Hic Jacet P. Ovidius Naso 
 
That loser lies here, the ingenious Nose, 
imperilled by amorous verse & expelled. 
If you’re a lover, stranger, pray if you will 
‘Lie softly, earth, on this poet’s bones.’ 
 

[after Tristia 3.3.73-76] 
 
 
 
 
If others create the I which is you 
you’ll have an afterlife so long as they 
survive & recall you. Maybe 50 years  
but slowly more spasmodic. If that  
seems tough remember the poets 
others & more others pore over  
& recall as the centuries roll on  
& on. Poor Homer. Poor Catullus  
who thought himself safely long gone. 
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493 documents tell us how he rose 
in the civil service. How he swanned 
around Europe. How a lady swooned 
& cried rape. Perhaps. Of the translator 
of Boece & the Romaunt of the Rose  
& some tales in rhyme & occasional prose 
of which he was probably the author 
that’s anyone & everyone’s call. 
The documents tell us sod all. 
 
 
 
 
i.m. Andrew Crozier 
 
Remember, stranger, the author of 
The Author & his Work. He said 
‘For you to be a room to me is neat 
but unseemly.’ He was talking 
to his kitchen. He claimed nothing on or  
of you but ‘conducted his own  
observations.’ He always told you if 
a frontispiece was called for tho’ missing. 
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You’ll bring the Spirit of the Blitz 
to coronavirus self-isolation? 
Dance all night or on tube station 
platforms hump like rabbits? 
You’d better read the regulations 
& if you think you can fuck 
at a social distance good luck. 
 
 
 
 
New Grange DNA shows that in Ireland 
& as tales passed down thro’ the Christian Era 
until they reached James Joyce also record 
neolithic lords & ladies researchers call 
‘the ruling elite’ without taboo or ado coupled  
bro & sis.  Mind your language, researchers. 
To the Irish ‘the ruling elite’ means English. 
No matter when. In England it’s another story. 
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Woodlice? They aren’t such a horror 
if you call them gramfer-gravies. 
As species go they’re staunch survivors 
with more names than anyone remembers. 
So, Apothecary, please, don’t crush them 
with pestle & mortar – don’t flush them 
in warm oil down my ears whatever 
Gerard or Culpeper or somebody said. 
My tinnitus isn’t so bad. I can wait. 
I’ll get peace & quiet when I’m dead. 
 
 
 
 
Further to Sir Thomas Browne’s notes on bubbles 
such as ‘They are more lasting & large in  
viscous humidities’ & ‘Boyling is literally 
nothing butt bubbles’ & ‘Even man is a bubble 
if wee take his consideration in his rudiments’ 
we may pause to reflect that we individual 
bubbles when struck by a pandemic are instructed 
to associate with no more than five other 
bubbles in a catchily defined collective bubble. 
Further to which we may worry we’ll be caught 
in Russell’s Paradox again if we question whether 
a bubble of six bubbles constitutes a set of bubbles  
belonging to itself or not. But that’s a bubble  
this bubble prefers not to bubble up with. 
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The ladies of the Restoration court 
whose sport was to ride dressed as lords 
gave Pepys the hots at first & then not. 
He doesn’t say if these huntresses 
claimed by crossdressing men’s rights 
nor if rakehells prettified & posing  
as patched belles claimed women’s. 
The rule in the Restoration court 
was no matter what you think or see 
shut your mouth. As we’re told must we. 
 
 
 
 
England or Albion or Blighty, whatever 
you call yourself: I know what happens 
when a V is inserted before ‘indication’ 
just as I know a stupor when I see one. 
 
 
 
 
Four or five years before the catastrophe 
two women less transparent of body than mind 
stood in Tate Britain chattering and blocking 
the view of three small Schwitters collages 
one in her pinch-perfect Home Counties drawl  
telling the other ‘Now everyone’s joining UKIP.’ 
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i.m. AH 
 
He kept bad company in later years. 
Hung out with Martial. Rifled Shakespeare’s 
bawdy. In low comedy revelled, 
considering shit the symbol of his era 
& truth a compendium of error. 
He never quite settled but rarely travelled. 
Sat by his window & slowly unravelled. 
 
 
 
 
Dear Ladybird 
 
if you’re the same one 
who all this autumn’s 
touched down for a walk 
across my notebook 
at half past midnight 
or even if you’re not 
let me say again 
you’re welcome to it  
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Thanks to the editors of Noon, Some Roast Poet & Stride 
in which some of these poems first appeared. 
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